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Let fl be the totality of 3X3 nonsingular matrices commuting with 7. Then _ is a group of order q3(q -l)2 consisting of triangular matrices with the bottom main diagonal element equal to the top one. Hence in Go the centralizer 7V"o of an involution has order qz(q -1) and is isomorphic with the factor group fl/A of Q modulo the center of V. Our main theorem is the converse to this statement.
Theorem.
Let G be a finite group of even order and r be an involution of G. If the centralizer of t is isomorphic with fl/A and if every involution of G is conjugate to t, then G is isomorphic with Go, the linear fractional group of 2 variables, with one exception. The exceptional case occurs when F has only two elements and in this case we have G~LF(3, 2) or G=A6.
A similar characterization of the linear fractional group in 2 variables over a field of odd characteristic has been obtained by R. Brauer in the case that the ground field has q elements with q= -1 (mod 4) (cf. [2; 2*]).
1. In this section we shall consider the group fi/A and derive several properties of this group which will be used in the subsequent argument. Hence the mapping cp of N0 defined by cp(M(a,B,y; 8)) = 8 is a homomorphism of No onto the multiplicative group of nonzero elements of F. The kernel of cp is the totality of M(a, B,y; 1) and is of course a 2-group of order q3. Thus we have the following proposition.
(I) No contains a normal subgroup Q of order q3 and the factor group N0/Q is a cyclic group of order q -1.
Furthermore from the matrix multiplication we conclude the following propositions, which may be proved by computation. (III) The center C of Q is of order q consisting of elements M(0, B, 0; 1), and C is the center of A70.
(IV) The centralizer of each element n^l oi No with an order a divisor of q-1 is an abelian group of order q(q-1).
(V) The centralizer of each element of order 4 in A^0 is an abelian group of order q2.
Let P be the subgroup of Q consisting of matrices M(a, B, 0; 1) and L be the subgroup corresponding to the totality of matrices M(0, 8, y; 1). (VI) Both P and L are abelian groups of order q2 consisting of elements of order =£2. They are normal in Q.
(VII) Every involution of A^0 is contained in either P or L and the intersection of P and L is the center C.
These two propositions are obvious from the property (II) and the definition of P and L.
(VIII) Involutions of P not contained in C are conjugate to each other in iVo. The same property holds for L. Hence if M(a, 8, 0; 1) is not in C then a\^0 and we may take X and 8 in such a way that 8 = a and \a+B = 0. Hence every involution of P not contained in C is conjugate to M(l, 0, 0; 1) and this is the statement (VIII).
Since Q = pyJL, Q/C is a direct product of P/C and L/C.
(IX) The factor group Q/C is an abelian group of order q2 and of type (2, • • • , 2).
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Finally we shall prove the following proposition.
(X) The commutator subgroup of 7V0 is Q if q>2. and hence Q = PULQN{.
2. Let G be a finite group of even order, and t be an involution of G. In the rest of this paper we assume the two conditions (A) and (B):
(A) the centralizer No of r in G is isomorphic with fi/A; (B) every involution of G is conjugate to t in G.
We shall use the same notations introduced in the first section; i.e. C stands for the center of 7V0, Q the 2-Sylow subgroup of 7V0 and P or L is the subgroup of Q as defined in the §1. Proposition 1. Q is a 2-Sylow subgroup of G.
Proof. By way of contradiction suppose that Q is a proper subgroup of a 2-Sylow subgroup Q* oi G. We can take a subgroup Qj of Q* such that [Q': (?] = 2. By a property of 2-groups Q is a normal subgroup of Q'. Since C is the center of Q, it is a characteristic subgroup of Q. Hence C is a normal subgroup of Q'. Again by a property of 2-groups we see that C contains a central element t't^I of Q'. By the assumption (B) t' is conjugate to r in G and hence the centralizer of t' is isomorphic with 7V0. Since t' is in the center of Q' we conclude that a 2-Sylow subgroup of the normalizer of t' has a greater order than Q. This is impossible. Proposition 2. P is never conjugate to L in G.
Proof. By way of contradiction suppose that there is an element irQG such that 7rPir_1 = L. Then irQir-1 and Q are 2-Sylow subgroups of the normalizer of L by (VI) and Proposition 1. Hence there is an element p such that pLp~x = L and pirQir~1p~l = Q. Put a = pir. We have aPa~x = pirPir^p"1 = pLp-1 = L and aQcr~1 = Q. Hence aLa*1 is a subgroup of Q consisting of elements of order ^2. By the property (VII) of the first section aLa~1 = P. Hence some power ai of <r has an order a power of 2 and still exchanges P and L. Q and ai generate a 2-group. By Proposition 1 Q is a 2-Sylow subgroup of G and hence Q contains ai. Since both P and L are normal subgroups of Q by (VI) of §1, we get a contradiction.
3. If q = 2, the group 7V0 is a dihedral group of order 8. Hence 7V0 contains an element ir of order 4 such that t=7t2. Since 7V0 is the centralizer of t in G, the centralizer of ir in G is a part of 7V"o and hence coincides with the cyclic group generated by ir. The structure of a finite group possessing such a property is known (cf. [7] ). From the results of [7] we conclude that Gis isomorphic with either LF(2, 7)^LF(3, 2) or LF(2, 9)^At, the alternating group on six letters. In fact a direct proof of this result can be carried through by using a method similar to the one in [7] and it is much easier. We shall however not enter in this special case. Hereafter we assume in addition to the assumptions (A) and (B) the following one:
(C) q is greater than 2.
4. Let M be the normalizer of the subgroup P in G. We want to prove the following proposition in this section.
Proposition
3. The factor group M/P is isomorphic with the general linear group consisting of all the 2X2 nonsingular matrices over F.
First of all we consider the normalizer of Q in G. Proof. By way of contradiction suppose that the intersection D = QC\Q' contains P as a proper subgroup. Then La = DC\L contains C properly. Since Q/C is abelian by (IX) of the first section L0 is a normal subgroup of D. Since every involution of D is either in P or L0, C=Lof~\P is a characteristic subgroup of D. This implies that C is a normal subgroup of Q'. By a property of 2-groups C contains a central element r' of Q'. Hence the centralizer of t' contains Q'. On the other hand the centralizer of r' is N0 which contains Q as a normal subgroup. We have therefore Q = Q'.
We now prove Proposition 3. The group Q/P is a 2-Sylow subgroup of M/P. By the assumption (C) q is greater than 2. Hence Q/P is not cyclic by (IX) of §1. We shall show that Q/P is not a normal subgroup of M/P.
By the assumption (B) a central involution t of Q is conjugate to an involution ti of P is not contained in C. The centralizer of n contains a normal subgroup Qi of order q3. Qi is a 2-Sylow subgroup of G containing P. Since n is not in the center of Q by (III) of the first section Qi is different from Q. Hence Qi/P is another 2-Sylow subgroup of M/P, which shows the nonnormality of Q/P. Next we shall prove that the centralizer of any involution in M/P is abelian. Take any involution r' of Q/P and consider the centralizer of t' in M/P. This centralizer has the form U/P where T7 is a subgroup of G. If oQU, Q/P and aQa~x/P are two 2-Sylow subgroups of M/P containing t'. Hence Qr\oQo~lj)P.
By Proposition 5 we have Q = o-Qo~l; i.e. U is contained in the normalizer TV of Q. By the splitting theorem of Schur [9, p. 125] 77 contains a subgroup V such that U = Q V and QC\ V = e. V is then a group of odd order. Let T/P he the subgroup generated by r'. V is considered as an operator domain acting on T. Tx = TC\L is abelian group of type (2, • • • , 2) and contains all the involutions of T not in P. Hence Tx is left invariant by F. The group Tx is completely decomposable as a F-module. Since C is an invariant subgroup of 7i, Tx contains a subgroup T2 such that Ti=T2C, T2C\C = e and T2 is F-invariant.
The isomorphism theorem yields T2=TX/C = T/P. Hence T2 is a group of order 2 generated by an involution t2. Since T2 is F-invariant, r2 commutes with every element of F. Thus F is a subgroup of odd order contained in the centralizer 7V2 of r2. By assumptions (A) and (B) V is a cyclic group. The center C2 of N2 is an abelian group of order q contained in L (cf. (Ill) and (VII)). Since C2C\C = e, we have L= C/sJC. The subgroup VV)C2 is an abelian group by (IV) of the first section. We have P\J(V^JC2)=PVJC2\JV = P\JLSJV=Q\JV= U. By the isomorphism theorem we assert that U/P^(CjJV)/(CjUV)r\P, and 77/P is abelian. Thus we have shown the commutativity of the centralizer of any involution in M/P.
By the main theorem of [8] M/P is a direct product of a linear fractional group LF(2, 2") and an abelian group A of odd order. Since Q/P is a 2-Sylow subgroup the linear group which is a direct factor must be LF(2, q). The centralizers of involutions are direct products of 2-Sylow subgroups and A. In our case U/P^(Q/P)X(VP/P).
Hence A^V. The normalizer of a 2-Sylow subgroup of M/P has the form N/P, where TV is the normalizer of a 2-Sylow subgroup of G. Hence by the Proposition 4 it has an order q(q -l)2.
On the other hand this normalizer is a direct product of VP/P and a subgroup of order q(q-1). Hence the order of V is q -1. Since F is cyclic M/P is isomorphic with the general linear group consisting of all the 2X2 nonsingular matrices over F.
5. The object of this section is to determine the order of G using the result
Let F be the subgroup of order q-1 defined in the previous section. Put W=PV.
From the result of the preceding section W/P is the center of M/P. In particular IF is a normal subgroup of M. Let 77 be the normalizer of V in M. If pQM, pVp"1 is a subgroup of IF. Since W=PV and P is a normal subgroup, we may apply Theorem 26 of [9, p. 126] On the other hand P is a normal subgroup of Ni and hence NiCM. Since IF is a normal subgroup of M, W is also a normal subgroup of Ni. Since Ni = Qi W with the 2-Sylow subgroup Q, of A7!, the factor group Ni/W is an abelian group, which contradicts (X) of the first section. Hence by the isomorphism theorem H^M/P^LF(2, q)XV.
We want to apply Propositions 5 and 6 of [8 ] to M and V. The second assumption in these propositions is satisfied because of our assumptions (A) and (B). The third one follows trivially since the order of V is q -1. As for the first condition we need only to show that H is the normalizer of any subgroup Vo^e of V. First of all we prove the following proposition. Proof. Suppose that two elements a and cr' of F0 are conjugate: cr' = irair~l. Consider a 2-Sylow subgroup X of H. X is by Proposition 6 a 2-Sylow subgroup of the centralizer of er and at the same time of cr'. Hence X and irXir~l are two 2-Sylow subgroups of the centralizer of a'. There is an element p such that pa' = a'p and X = pirXir~lp~l. If r is an involution of X, r is conjugate to pirTir~lp~l in H which is a part of the centralizer of a'. Hence there is an element p' such that p'a' =a'p' and t = p'pimr~1p~1p'~1. This means that er and a' are conjugate in the centralizer of r. By the structure of A^o this happens only if <r = cr'. Thus our assertion has been proved.
Let H' be the normalizer of F0 in G. By Proposition 7 H' is the centralizer of Fo. Let r be any involution of H'. By Proposition 6 t is conjugate in H' to an element of H. Hence we assume t is an element of H. Let A be the centralizer of r in H'. Thus A is the intersection of the centralizers of r and l^erGFo.
By the property (IV) (together with assumptions (A) and (B)) we conclude that A is an abelian group of order q(q -l). Again by the main theorem of [8] H' is a direct product of a linear group and an abelian group. The linear group in the direct factor must be FF(2, q), while the abelian part has order q-1. Comparing the orders we get H' = H.
We have proved that every assumption of Proposition 6 of [8] is satisfied.
From this proposition we conclude that G has irreducible characters X and Yi (i=l, 2, • • • , t = q/2) satisfying relations X(er)+e= F,(cr) (e= + 1) for all elements er of an order relatively prime to q + 1, and the order g oi G is
where n is the order of the centralizer of an involution t in G, hm(q + l) is the order of some subgroup, m is an integer, w = l (mod 2h),fis the degree of X, h is the order of F and a = X(r). Moreover we have t = q/2>l and hence f=e (mod m(q + l)). The congruence for m is a consequence of (iii) in Proposition 5 of [8]. In our case n = qz(q-1) and h = q -l. Thus g = q«(q ~l)(q+ l)mf(f + e)/(/ -a)2.
A 2-Sylow subgroup Q has an order q3 and P is a subgroup of order q2 consisting of elements of order S2. It follows that g is divisible by q3 and f=a (mod q2). The last congruence is proved by summing X over P. Hence the denominator in the expression of g is divisible by q*. Hence/(/+e) must be a multiple of q. Therefore q divides/-fe or/. We distinguish two cases accordingly.
Case I. q is a divisor of /+e. This case is proved to be impossible. Let 2X and 2' be the highest power of 2 dividing f+e and f-a respectively. Put /+e = 2xM and/-a = 2'v. We have v^2p since f=a (mod q2), and X^p by assumption, where 2" = q. We may write X=p+X' and v = 2p + v' (X', v'^0). Counting the exponent of 2 dividing the order formula we get 3p = 6p + \-2v = 6p + p + \' -Ap-2v' = 3p + \' -2v'.
Suppose vS~K-Then 2p + v'Sa+\'=p+2v' or pSv'. Hence we have X, v^3p. Since f+e is the degree of Yiy we have \S3pt. Hence \ = v = 3p, f+e = qzu and/-a = q3v. The character F,-is of the highest kind (cf. [3] ) so that it vanishes on 2-singular elements: F,(t) =a+e = 0. Hence f+e=f-a = q3u. The order formula now reads g = q3(q-l)(q + l)m(q3u -e)/u. Since (q2 -l)m is an order of a subgroup, q3(q3u -e)/u is an integer. Since u is odd we must have u -1. Since g is divisible by (q -1)2 and m = l (mod q-1), we conclude that q3 -e is divisible by q -1. Since g -1 2:3, e must be 1. From the congruence f= e (mod g + 1) we get g3 = 2 (mod g + 1), or 3=0 (mod g + 1). This is impossible since we have assumed g>2.
Next assume that v>\. Let ir be an element of order 4 of Q. Then the centralizer of ir in G has an order g2. Hence every element of order 4 of Af is conjugate to ir in N. Let b = X(ir). The orthogonality relation yields that /+(2g2-g -l)a+g(g-l)2b = 0 (mod g'). Since f=a (mod g2) we get a = b (mod q). This congruence is valid in any case. In Case I we have/+e = 0 (mod g). Hence a+e=f+e -(/-a)=0 (mod g). On the other hand Yi(ir)=b + e=a+e = 0 (mod g). The orthogonality relation yields that gs= 2J« I ^W12 where the summation ranges over all the irreducible char-acters of G. Hence g2= l+o2 + (o + €)2(g/2) + • • • . In particular (b + e)2 <g2. Since b + e = 0 (mod q) we get b + e = 0. Summing F,-over Q we get /+e + (2g2-g-l)(a + e)=.0 (mod g3), or /-a + (a + e)g(2g-l)=.0 (mod g5). Our assumption was v>\. By definition 2X is the highest power of 2 dividing /+£ and 2" is the highest power of 2 dividing/-a.
Since p>\, 2X is the highest power of 2 dividing a + e. Hence X+p is the exact exponent of 2 dividing (a + e)g(2g -1). Since we have assumed v>\, v is smaller than 3p. Hence we have v=\+p and v' = 0. We conclude therefore f+e = qu and f-a = q2v. Then a + e = qw where w = u -qv.
From the orthogonality relation it follows that JZ? \X"(t)\ 2 = qs(q -1) where the summation ranges over all the irreducible characters of G. Since Yi(r)=a + e = qw we have q2w2(q/2) <qi(q -l) or w2<2(g -1). From the order formula g = q6(q -l)(q + l)mfqu/qiv2 = q3(q -l)(q + l)mfu/v2. As before /" = 0 (mod g-1). Since f=qu -e,f and u have no common divisor. We may write q -l=st, (s, t) = 1, so that/= 5/' and u = tu'. Since (q2 -l)m is the order of a subgroup v2 is a divisor of fu. Let » = ^1^2, ZJi|/and v\\u. Then z^ and v2 are relatively prime. Moreover Vi is relatively prime to m(q + l) since /=« (mod w(g + l)). The degree /of X is a divisor of g and therefore we conclude that v\ is a divisor of q-1. Since (f,u) = l,v2isa divisor of s. Similarly v2 is prime to m(q + l). Hence v\ is a divisor of t. Altogether we conclude that v2 is a divisor of q-1. The congruence/-a + (a + e)g(2g-1)=-0 (mod g3) implies that q2v+q(u -qv)q(2q-1) =0 (mod g3) or v = u (mod g). Thus we have three relations for u and v:u = v (mod g), v2|g-1 and (" -gz>)2<2(g -1). If g>8, we get v^(q-1)/2 and | " -go| _i(g -1)/2. Hence " = (l+g)». If g = 4 or 8, then v = l and we get the same conclusion. This is however impossible because f+e = qu = q(l+q)v = 2e (mod w(l+g)), or 2e = 0 (mod 1+g). Thus we have shown the impossibility of Case I. Case II. g is a divisor of/. We write as/=2xw and f-a = 2"v with odd integers u and v. By assumption X=p+X' and v = 2p + v' with non-negative integers X' znd v'. Counting the exponent of 2 dividing both sides of the order formula we get X' = 2v''. Suppose XO. Then v'<p and 3p>v. Use the same argument as before. This time we get X(tt)=6 = 0. The highest exponent of 2 dividing a is X. Hence as before \+p = v and / = 0. Thus/=gw, f-a = q2v and a = q(u -qv). Using the orthogonality relation we get (u -qv)2 <2(g -1). This inequality may be proved as follows. Let w = u -qv. Then a = qw. Hence a2 + (a + e)2(g/2)<g3(g-l); or 2gw2 + (gw-l)2<2g2(g-l). If w2^2(g -1), then 2qw2 -2qw + l <0 which is impossible for integral values of w. The congruence u=v (mod q) follows by summing X over Q. By the same argument as in Case I we see that v2 is a divisor of g -1. Hence u= (q + l)v as before, which is again impossible.
Thus we must have X^p. Hence X^3p. Since / is a degree of X, X^3p and hence we getX = 3ju and v'=p. We have now/ = g3M. X is therefore of the highest kind and hence vanishes on 2-singular elements. In particular X(t) -a = 0. The order formula now reads g = q3(q -l)(q + l)m(q3u + e)/u. As before u is a divisor of q3u + e and hence u = l. Since g3 + e is a multiple of g-1, e must be -1. The congruence /=• -1 (mod m(q + l)) implies that m is a divisor of g2 -g + 1. On the other hand w = l (mod 2(g-1) ). We have therefore g2-g + l=m{/(g-l)+l} = {2*(g-l) + l} {Z(g-1) + 1} or q=2kl(q-i) + 2k+l. Hence kl = 0. We have either k = 0 or 1 = 0. This means that either m=l or m = q2 -g + 1. We have shown the validity of the following: Proposition 8. Let M be the normalizer of P (cf. Proposition 3). Then the index of M is either g2+g + l or qi+q2 + l.
6. In this section we consider the case [G: Af]=g4+g2 + l, i.e. the case m = q2 -g + 1. This case turns out to be impossible. In order to prove the impossibility we shall return to the situation of the §2 of [8] .
As shown in §2 of [8] the normalizer R of a subgroup R0 of order g + 1 of H is of order 2(g -l)m(q + l). We may assume that RZ±V, the subgroup of order g -1 defined in the §4. R contains a normal subgroup Ri of order 2w(g + l) and Ri has a normal subgroup i?2 of index 2. i?2 is an abelian group. Every element 9^1 oi V induces an automorphism of Ri/Ro which leaves only the identity fixed. Hence every element j^l of Ri/Ro has exactly q -1 elements which are conjugate under the action of F on Ri/Ro. Hence every characteristic subgroup of Ri/Ro has an order congruent to 1 modulo q-1. Since m = q2 -q + l<q2, we conclude that Ri/Ro is characteristically simple. This implies that m is a power of a prime number p:m = p". Suppose «>1. As before we have/i = a,-(mod g2). If 6i(62) is the value of S* (or Uj) on elements of order 4, 6,=-a,-(mod g) and \bi\ <g. Summing E* (or Kk) over Rx weget/i + 6,(g3 + l-l)+a,(g3 + l)=0(mod2(g3 + l)).Set /j+£,-g3+a,-(g3 + l) = 2fc,(<Z3 + 1).
Then 2&,=-/,-+a,=-2a,-(mod g2). Hence /< = e,-+(g3 + l)(a,--ti+hq2). In order to simplify the notations we shall drop the suffix i tor a while. Ill is negative, then a -e+lq2 is negative (since \a\ <g2 -1), which is impossible. If Ol, a-e+/g2>g2. Hence /2> (g3+l)2gOg3(g-l)(g3 + l)(g3-l) =g which is impossible. If 1=1, then/=e+(g3 + l)(g2+a -e),f=q2+a (mod g3) and a^O. By summing S* (or Hj) over Q we get / + (2g2 -g -l)a + (g3 -2g2 + q)b = 0 (mod g3), or/-a + (2g -l)g(a -6)^0 (mod g3). Hence a = 6+g (mod g2). Since \b\ <g, we get 6+g>0 and hence a = b+q -q2. The degree/ is now written as/=e + (g3 + l)(g+o -«) = (g3 + l)(g+&) -eg3. / is a divisor of g. From the form of / we see that (/, g3 + l) = l and f=b (mod g). If /=0 (mod q), we get 6 = 0 (mod q) and hence 6 = 0. Then/ = g +g3(g -e) is a divisor of q(q -1) (g3 -1). Since f= 1 + 1 -e (mod g-1), either/ is relatively prime to g-1 or (/, g -1) = 3. Hence l+g2(g -e) ^3(g2+g + l) or g -e<5. Hence g = 4 and e= 1. The value of /is 4-49 which is not a divisor of g. Hence /^0 (mod g). Let 6 = 2xc, Cf-0 (mod 2). Then 2x<g = 2". Let g+6 = x./is a divisor of 2x(g-l)(g3-l).
We have therefore//f = 2x(g -l)(g3 -1) with some integer h. Reducing modulo 2xg we get h(q + b)=2* (mod 2xg). Hence /i(2"_x+c) = l (mod g). Hence we get (l+kq)f=(l+kq) {(g3 + l)x -eg3} =x(q-l)(g3 -1). Here k is a non-negative integer and 1 +kq = fc(2"-x+c). If k = 0, we have (g3 + l)x -eg3 = x(q -1) (g3 -1). Hence 2g3 + l ^(g-l)(g3 -1), or 4>g which is not the case. Hence k>0. If e= -lt we get l+ifeg>g-1 and (g3 + l)x+g3>x(g3 -1) which contradict the above equality. Hence e=l. Expanding both sides we get qsx + x -q3 + q*kx + qkx -q*k = qix -q3x -qx + x; q3(k-l)(x-l)+q2(2x-l) + (k + l)x = q3. Hence either k=l or x=l. If = 1, 1+g is a divisor of x. Now 1+g divides 6 -l=x -q-1. Since |6| <g, 6 = 1 and x=l+q. Hence g2(2g + l)+2(g + l)=g3 which implies that g is a divisor of 2. This is not the case. If " = 1, the degree/= (g3 + l) -g3= 1. This implies that a= +1 = 1-g2 which is impossible. Thus in any case the assumption 1=1 leads to a contradiction.
The only possible degree is of the form/=e + (g3 + l)(a -e)=a+q3(a -e). Consider the relation (*). We have here/,-= a,-+g3(a,--ej) (7=1, 2). Hence a2/i -ai/2 = g3(aie2 -a2ei). Let 2Xi (i=l, 2) be the highest power of 2 dividing a,-. Assume that 2x*<g3for i= 1, 2. If Xi>X2, aie2 -a2eiand e2ai + eia2 are divisible exactly by 2Xs. Hence the exponent of 2 dividing the left hand side of (*) is exactly 6p+2X2, while the right side is divisible by only 3p+Xi+2X2 <6p+2X2. We get a similar contradiction in case of Xi <X2. Suppose Xi =X2. Let 2Xa and 2X4 be the exact powers of 2 dividing eia2 + e2ai and eia2 -e2ai respectively. Both X3 and X4 are greater than Xi but one of them is equal to Xi + 1. If X3=Xi + l, then X4>X3. Considering the exponents of 2 dividing both sides of (*) we get 3p+Xi+X2+X3 = 6p+2X4>6p + 2X3, or Xi>3p + 1 which is impossible. If X4 = Xi + l, then the exponent of 2 dividing e2fi+eif2 is 3p + 2. This is impossible since e^fi+eifa is a degree of an irreducible character. Thus at least one of X,-, say Xi, must be greater than 3p; in other words ai = 0 (mod g3). Since |ai| <g2 we have ai = 0. Then the degree /1 is -eig3. Hence /i = g3 and ei= -1. The relation (*) is now (q -l)a2= f2(e2q -fj).
Since e2g3-/2>0, we have e2 = l and/2<g3.
Hence/2 = a2+g3(a2-1) =a2(g3 + l) -g3<g3, which implies that a2=l and/2=l. Our result may be summarized as follows: In suitable notations the St are linear and St(r) = 1, tj = 1, and the HA are of degree qz and ej' = -1. Hence the degree of _•,-* is q3 -1 and "^(r) = -1, tk = -1. For the element a of order 4 we have Sjt(a) = 1 and $a(a) = -1. From the values of characters we see that S* and Ht belong to the first p-block 75 of G. 73 contains g/2 more characters which are p-conjugate to each other (cf.
[l]). If 0 is one of the characters in the exceptional family of B, © must be one of the @j in our notation. We have a relation + 0+ JZSk'3k+ JZ8*Ht = 0 valid for all p-regular elements.
Here Sk and 8j are + 1 and they are determined by the conditions S*(l) =8k
and Rk(l)=8j (mod p). Since p = q2 -q + l, we have 8k=l and all the 8j = -1. Hence in particular for the element a of order 4 we get ±0(a) = q-1. This is however impossible because g2 = JZ | X"(<r) |2 ^ JZ j |©y(<r)|2 = g(g-l)2/2. Hence Proposition 9. The value of m must be 1.
7. From Proposition 9 we conclude the following proposition.
Proposition 10. Let G be a finite group satisfying conditions (A), (B) and (C). Then the order of G is g = qs(q -l)(g + l)(g3 -1). G contains a subgroup M of index g2+g+T which is the normalizer of an elementary abelian group P of order q2.
Let ^ be the set of all conjugate subgroups of P. Since M is the normalizer of P, ty has exactly 1+g+g2 elements. We have the following proposition. By the isomorphism theorem we see that G/Gx~N/Nf\Gx. Since N(^\GX contains Q, G/Gx is abelian. Therefore the degree of F is one. Since F is a com-ponent of T, the restriction Y" to M contains the principal character of M. Hence Y" is the principal character. This implies that GX~Z±M. Since NQM, we conclude that G = GXN = GXM = GX which is a contradiction since Gi is a proper subgroup. Hence T = 1 +X and this is equivalent to the double transitivity (cf. [4, §207] ).
A similar proposition holds if we replace P by L.
13. The normalizer of L in G has an index g2+g + l. G is represented as a doubly transitive permutation group on the set of all conjugate subgroups of L and this representation is faithful.
Our assumptions are symmetric with respect to P and L. So we get this proposition by the same argument as in case of P just replacing P by L.
8. As before let Q be a 2-Sylow subgroup and P and L be two elementary abelian subgroups of order q2 (cf. §1). P is not conjugate to L (Proposition 2). Let ty (2) be the set of all conjugate subgroups of P (L). Hereafter we shall call an element oi ty a point and an element of 8 a line. We want to define an incidence relation between points and lines so that (ty, 8) forms a projective plane. Let Pi be a point and Lx a line. We shall say that Px is on Lx or Lx passes through Pi if and only if PxC\LX9ie. From this definition it follows easily that our incidence relation is symmetric with respect to points and lines. Hence we have a duality.
14. The set <P = (ty, 8) with the incidence relation defined above forms a projective plane.
Proof. We want to show that two lines have one and only one point in common. Let P be a point. Then the normalizer M of P in G has 1+g 2-Sylow subgroups. Take two different 2-Sylow subgroups Q and Q'. Q contains another elementary abelian subgroup L of order g2. Similarly Q' contains L'. These subgroups L and L' are lines. It is clear that both LC\P and L'C\P have orders q and hence 9^e. By the definition of incidence P is a common point of two lines L and L'. Suppose that P' is a common point of L and L'. Then we can take involutions r and r' of LC\P' and LT\P' respectively. The centralizer of r contains L and P' and hence L and P' are in the same Sylow subgroup Qx of G. Similarly L' and P' are in the same Sylow subgroup Q{ of G. There is an element a of G such that aPa~x = P', aQa~x = Qx and crQ'cr-1 = Q[. (Note that the group M is triply transitive as a permutation group of the 2-Sylow subgroups of M.) Hence aLa~l = L and aL'a~1 = L'. This means that P and P' are conjugate in the subgroup MB consisting of elements which leave L and L' invariant.
Using properties of the linear group M/P we know that M0 is a subgroup of order q2(q -l)2 and contains P as a normal subgroup. This means P = P'. Hence P is the only common point of L and L'. In general if we take two arbitrary lines Fi and F2, G contains an element p such that pLp~l=Lx and pL'p-1 = Li by Proposition 13. Clearly [August pPp~x is the only common point of Li and L2 and our assertion is proved. From the duality we conclude that two different points determine a unique line passing through both points. From the above consideration a line contains exactly 1+g points. Since 1+g+g2 is the total number of points, we see that there exist four points no three of which are collinear. Hence (P forms a projective plane.
15. G is a subgroup of the collineation group of P.
This proposition is clear from the definitions of points, lines and the incidence relation.
16. P is Desarguesian.
Proof. We shall apply a theorem of Gleason [5] which says that a projective plane is Desarguesian if for any point P and for any line L passing through P there is a collineation ^ 1 which leaves every point on L and every line passing through P fixed. Let P be any point. Then every line 77 passing through P is contained in a 2-Sylow subgroup of the normalizer M of P. Hence every element of P leaves every such line invariant. By the duality every element of L leaves every point on L fixed. Hence every element of L(~\P leaves all points of L as well as all lines through P invariant. If P is on L then LC\P contains a collineation ^1 by definition. Hence our projective plane (P satisfies the assumption of Gleason's theorem (loc. cit.) and hence (P is Desarguesian.
From a property of Desarguesian planes the ground field F of (P has exactly q elements: F = GF(q). If g = 2", the order of the group G* of all the collineations of (P is uq3(q2 -l)(q3 -1). G* contains a normal subgroup Go of index p consisting of all the linear transformations.
By Proposition 15 G* contains a subgroup isomorphic with G. Hence we may consider G itself as a subgroup of G*. Let Gi = GC\Go-Then the index [G0: Gi] is not larger than li.
The only subgroup of Go with index <g is Go itself or the normal subgroup of index 3 (if g = l (mod 3)). This may be proved by using the fact G0 has at most 3 characters of degree <g (cf. the table of characters for Go obtained by Steinberg [6] ). Suppose Gi^Go. Then [G0: Gi]=3. Since G has the same order as G0 by Proposition 10, we have [G: Gi] = 3. G* = GGo is a subgroup of G* generated by G0 and a semi-linear transformation <r0 such that ao(X, p, v) = (jk", p", v") where a is an automorphism of F over F' and [F: F'] =3. Gi is the subgroup of G0 consisting of linear transformations with determinant 1. If C is the center of a 2-Sylow subgroup Q of G, C is a subgroup of Gi and the centralizer of C in Gi is of order q3(q -l)/3. Hence the centralizer of C in G contains an element p such that p(X, p, v) = (X", p.°, v')A where A is a 3X3 matrix with coefficients in F. Since p commutes with every involution in C we have I(a')A =^47(a) for any aG7\ where 1(a) = M(0, a, 0; 1) in the notation of the first section. This is however impossible. Hence Gi must coin-cide with G0. Therefore we have G3Go. By Proposition 10, G has the same order as Go and hence we conclude G = Go. Thus we have shown the following final proposition.
17. Let G be a finite group satisfying the conditions (A), (B) and (C). Then G is isomorphic with the group of all linear fractional transformations of 2 variables over the finite field F of q elements.
Together with the result of [7] (cf. §3) we get the main theorem stated in the introduction.
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